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WELCOME LETTER 
from Hemp Lifestyle Network and your Sponsor 

 

 
Thank you for joining Kannaway and welcome to our team!  
 
It’s important to share with you the kind of support and resources we have access to. We are 
both part of an exceptionally large team called Hemp Lifestyle Network (a group of tens of 
thousands of Entrepreneurs  just like us who have chosen a lifestyle business with Kannaway).  
 
Hemp Lifestyle Network was the very first team to be established in Kannaway. The support and 
exceptional resources, provided through Hemp Lifestyle Network to our fellow Kannaway 
Entrepreneurs from around the world, is invaluable. 
 
We understand how challenging it may be as a new Entrepreneur to figure out where to start, 
and what to focus on, so that your time can be put to the best use and provide the best results. 
That’s where Hemp Lifestyle Network comes in. 
 
As part of Hemp Lifestyle Network’s team, you have access to a Checklist for New Entrepreneurs 
that will make it easy for you.   This checklist will help you on your ‘Road to Residual Income’ to 
strategically focus your time on income producing activities and earn all available bonuses and 
rank advancements in the most efficient manner possible within your first 120 days as a new 
Kannaway Entrepreneur. 
 
Just think of the possibilities… Imagine being able to check off each item of this checklist - and to 
arrive at a place in 120 days from now - having earned all the bonuses and rank advancements 
available and establishing a monthly Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG) of $5,000 for yourself! 
Yes, that’s possible! And based on your efforts and our support - possible becomes probable - if 
you follow the simple process laid out in our checklist and put into practice the ‘10 Steps to 
Success’ in Kannaway’s ‘Getting Started Guide’.  
 
We are so excited for you on your journey of discovery and future success in your new lifestyle 
business with Kannaway. You can view the checklist and download a PDF version from our 
Resource Center here: 

https://ba.hemplifestylenetwork.com/checklist/ 
 
Let’s be sure to get your business off to a FastStart by scheduling (with your sponsor) your first 
Home Business Review with your candidates as soon as possible. We are looking forward to 
showing you how simple and fun this business can be. 
 
Once again, welcome to Kannaway and welcome to the Hemp Lifestyle Network team! 
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